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? Naruto villages and symbolsjamesblunt1October 19th, 2011Naruto bandage Takumi-Village artisans (River Land)Naruto-bandage-Takumi-Selo-from-artisansTakumi village (匠の⾥, Takumi no Sato; Literally means Village artisans) is an anime-only village that resides in a small river land. It was founded about a hundred years ago by a man named Seime.
Takumi is known for his weapons making skills, many of which are sold to the villages of ninja world. Naruto bandage Kusagakuure-Village Hidden in grass (Country name unknown)Naruto bandage-Kusagakuure-Village-Hidden in the grass Kusagakure (草隠れの⾥, Kusagakure no Sato; Literally means Village hidden in grass) is in a hitherto unnamed
country. Since he participated in the Chūnin exams organized by Konohagakuure, we can assume that the two villages are allies. Naruto bandage Sunagakure-Village hidden in sand (Wind Land)Naruto bandage-anti-Sunagakure-village-hidden in sand Sunagacure (砂隠れの⾥, Sunagakure no Sato; Literally means Village hidden in sand) - hidden village of
the Earth Wind. As one of the five major ninja villages, Sunagakure has Kage as its leader, known as Casecaj, and he lives in a spherical structure in the center of the village. There have been five Kazekage, the latter is Gaara. Ninjas from this village seem to specialize in wind release techniques, puppetry, and from their performance in the Fourth Shinobi
World War, fabric binding techniques. Shinobi from this village believes that achieving a mission outweighs the life of a ninja trying to accomplish it. So they are notoriously ruthless in battle means to them, failure is not an option. And if failure is to seem inevitable, Suna shinobi will almost certainly try to make a success of his mission one way or another, as
seen when Cancuro secretly pulled out of a piece of Sassoli's clothes, as a means to track Akatsuki to their hideout. Konogakuure (⽊ノ葉隠れの⾥, Konogakuure no Sato; Literally means the village is hidden among the leaves of a tree; also known as a Village Hidden in Leaves or Hidden Leaves Village) is a hidden village land of fire. As one of the five great
ninja villages, Konohagakuure has Kage as its leader, known as Hokage. There have been five official Hokage, most recently Tunada. On the mountain overlooking the village from the north there is a monument to Hawkazh. Although Konoch, like the country in which she resides, has been relatively peaceful since the end of the Third War in Sinob, it remains
one of the most powerful villages in existence, and has great military power and influence, although it has come down in the last three years after the Oricimar and Pain attacks. Most from this village, seemingly possessing methods of fire release. Naruto bandage Kumogakuure Village Hidden in the clouds (Lightning Earth)Naruto bandage-Kumogakuure-
Selo-Hidden in cloudsCumogakuure (雲隠れの⾥, Kumogakuure no Sato; Literally means Village hidden in the clouds) is the Hidden Village of lightning land. As one of the five great ninja villages, Kumogakure has Kage as its leader, known as Raikaj. There have been four Raikajs, the latter being A. Using lightning release techniques and swords seems to
be common ninjas from this village. Naruto bandage Takigakure-Village is hidden in a waterfall (the name of the country is unknown)Naruto bandage-Takigakure-Village-Hidden-in-a-WaterfallTakigakure (滝隠れの⾥, Takigakure no Sato; Literally means The Village is hidden in a waterfall) is a village located in an unnamed country. In terms of the village's
appearance, Takigakure seems to be based largely on southeast Asia's aesthetics. Their current leader is Shibuki.Naruto Bandage Kirigakure-Village Hidden in Fog (Land of Water)Naruto Bandage-Kirigakure-Village-Hidden in FogKirigakure (霧隠れの⾥, Kirigakure no Sato; Literally means Village hidden in fog) is a shinobi village located in the Land of
Water. As one of the five great ninja villages, Kirigakure has Kage as its leader, known as Mizukage. There have been five Mizukage with the current one is Mei Terumī. An unusually large number of missing people seem to come from this village, and as such a unique classification the ANBU, known as the ninja hunter, is specifically tasked with eliminating
these defectors. Shimobi from this village is very able with the techniques of release of water Earth sound (⾳の国, There is no Cooney) is a neighboring country of the Earth of Fire. It is a relatively new country on the political scene, although it has existed for some time called The Land of Rice Fields (⽥の国, Ta no Kuni; English TV Land of Rice Paddocks).
Orichimara conquered the country and persuaded him to allow him to create his own ninja village. Earth Earth (⼟の国, Tsuchi no Cooney) has seen little attention in the series so far. It is located northwest of the Earth of Fire. Its leader of the government is the Land of Daimio. The country mainly consists of devastated, rocky areas. Earth's border The earth
runs along a rocky mountain range, blocking communication with other countries. Wind blowing from the north passes over these mountains, carrying small rocks from Earth to the surrounding countries. This famous natural phenomenon is called Rock Rain (岩⾬, Gan'u). Naruto bandage Hoshigakure-village hidden among starsNaruto-bandage-Hoshigakure-
village-hidden among starsHoshigakure (星隠れの⾥, Hoshigakure no Sato; Literally found out the meaning of the village hidden among the stars) hoshigakure filler. It is located in the land of bears, and is one of the lesser-known villages of Shinobi in the Naruto Universe. Hoshigakuure was formed some time after a strange meteorite, which residents called a
star, struck its location 200 years earlier. After landing around it could not grow any trees or plants. Naruto bandage village hidden among the stars village hidden in the snow (land of snow) Naruto bandage-village-hidden among the stars-village-hidden in the snowYukigakure (雪隠れの⾥, Yukigakure no Sato; Literally means Village hidden in the snow) is in
the land of Snow and presented in the first film Naruto. His ninja apparently specializes in manipulating pre-existing ice. Naruto bandage Amegakure-village hidden in the rain (Country name unknown)Naruto bandage-Amegakure-village-hidden-in-rainNaruto bandage-Naruto-Payne-Hedbend-village-hidden-in-rainAmegakur (⾬隠れの⾥, Amegakure is not
Sato; Literally means the Village is hidden in the rain) - a small but highly industrialized hidden village located in an unnamed country. Its architecture consists of several metal skyscrapers with associated channels and ointment power lines. A number of smaller villages also surround Amegakuure. As its name suggests, rain is almost constantly coming
through the storm over the village. Naruto bandage naruga Naruto Mountain Myoboku bandage, bag and shoesNaruto bandage-Naruto-mountain-Myoboku-bandage-bandage-shoe bagMount Myōboku (妙⽊⼭, Myōbokuzan; English TV's Mount Myoboka; Literally meaning Mysterious/Exquisite Mountain of Trees), also known as Mount of Destitution (迷いの
⼭, Mayoi no Yama), is the land of the frog, a place where all the frogs that Naruto, Minato and Jiya caused live. It is home to huge and small frogs, yes. Mount Myobok is a rich and beautiful land whose ultimate power seems to be the Great Gage Frog. Sima and Fukasaka are both elders and scapegines, and they seem to have even higher power than
Gambant himself. Yugakuure (湯隠れの⾥, Yugakuure is no Sato; Literally means a village hidden in hot water) is a village originated by member Akatsuki Hidan. It is in the land of hot water. Ishigakure (⽯隠れの⾥, Ishigakure no Sato; Literally means a village hidden in stones) is a hidden village of the country located between Earth and The Land of the
Wind. Getsugakure (⽉隠れの⾥, Getsugakure no Sato; verbatim The village is hidden under the moon) is a hidden village on Earth of the moon. Shinobi from this village briefly appears during chūnin exams. Tom #1, Naruto head #1 Naruto movie: Ninja collide in the ground snow to find a four-tree red clover! Anime, Manga, Game, Movie Lobe Protector (額
当て, Hitai-ate) is a headband consisting of a metal plate and a strip of fabric. Forehead treads are worn most and engraved with the symbol of their hidden village. Forehead treads have been worn at least since the time of Asura Otsutsuki, although then there was no engraving. [1] The meaning of the forehead is usually worn by defenders as a sign of pride
and feudality for their village. Ninjas consider it an honorable, important part of their tradition, and make a point of wearing it at all times, especially when sparring with a comrade from the same village. Although not wearing a forehead, the defender is often seen as disrespectful to his village and peers,[2] a ninja who does not wear one can still be loyal to his
village. Similarly, to remove his defender is to label his unworthiness to the name of a ninja, as Naruto did with Boruto for cheating during chūnin exams. [3] When the ninjas were to be stripped of their position from shinobi's organizational system because of breaches of protocols, they had to abandon their defenders, as well as Boruto, Sarada and Mitsuki
had to abandon their defenders' foreheads for their unauthorized entry into Iwagakuure (despite Naruto personally praising them for their noble actions). [4] Damaged forehead protection. Some missing, such as Zabuza Momochi, continue to wear protector foreheads even after they have left their village. Members of Akatsuki, who retain their forehead
protector, cut a long horizontal scratch across the symbol to show they had disappointed their allegiance and rejected their villages. Residents of the village of Amegakuure, aligned with Bol, carry the same scratches throughout the protector of the forehead, but remain loyal to the village; it symbolizes their victory during the civil war against Hanzo. Protection
of the forehead of allied forces Shinobi. In preparation for the Fourth World War in Sinob, Mifune is developing a new defender of his forehead, which will be worn by members of the allied Shinobi forces. Engraved with kanji for shinobi (忍), it symbolizes that, while once every ninja fought for their villages separately, they now stand united under the same
banner for the same reason. Allies wear this instead of their original forehead protector. Variations of Placement Despite being called a defender of the forehead, ninjas don't necessarily wear it on their foreheads or even on their heads at all. Sakura Haruno wears it like a hair band. Genma Syrani wears his bandana with the symbol of the village facing back.
Cancuro wears it on the hood. Kakashi Khatake wears it as a makeshift eye patch. Hinata Huga wears it around her neck. Shikamaru Narah wears it on his upper left hand. Chōjūrō uses it as an icon on the chest. Yahura Karatachi uses a prop in which his defender is in the middle. Fū wears it on his right hand. Gaara envelops him on a sandy band. Maybe
Guy and Rock Lee wear them like a belt. Ino Yamanaka ties her around her middle in part Konan is not usually visible; She wears it under a raincoater on her right thigh. Sasuke Uchiha holds his forehead protection at the waist as a symbol of friendship with Naruto. Iabi Yuno wears it, attached to his waistband like a keychain. Enko Onikuma wears a metallic
forehead protection plate hanging around her neck like a necklace. Color design There have been some cases where the design of a metal plate or fabric has been altered in some way, beyond the simple color of the fabric. Trivia On the cover for Chapter 567 each jinchūriki is shown with a white choke protector with kanji by the number of tails of their
respective tail beasts. Masashi Kishimoto noted in an interview that he created his forehead protectors because he found it too cumbersome to draw Naruto glasses every week. In episode 27 of Naruto SD: Rock Lee no Seishun Full-Power Ninden, Chōza is seen wearing a forehead protection from a Kanji shinobi, similar to those worn by the homobi allied
forces of Shinobi. Imagining his life if he had returned to Konoha after Rin Nohar's death, Obito portrayed himself in a modified choker tread with covers that stretched down his left eye to hide his empty eye socket. [5] Most defenders of the forehead are depicted as tied in a knot behind a person's head, although, in particular, shinobi amegacurs wear treads
without a knot, which means they are elastic protectors. A few old shinobi have either been seen using custom treads, or old styles. This style used by Amegakure appears to have been universally implemented after the Fourth World War Shinobi, as all genin Konohagakure - such as Boruto Uzumaki - are shown using them. Link Links
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